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PRODUCT PACKAGING PART #

Sea-Wash    12/1Qt SWA.CLEAN.0032.019

SUPER 7      5 Gal SWA.CLEAN.1005.008

   55 Gal SWA.CLEAN.1055.017

PRODUCT PACKAGING PART #

   6/1 Qt SWA.DGRSR.0032.022

   4/1 Gal SWA.DGRSR.0001.003

      5 Gal SWA.DGRSR.1005.013

    55 Gal SWA.DGRSR.1055.014

Sea-Wash 
GLOBAL 11

SEA-WASH    SUPER 7 is 100% concentrated product that 
has a neutral pH allowing to be used on sensitive surfaces. 
This concentrate can be diluted to your cleaning needs. 
SEA-WASH   Super 7 is designed as an all-purpose cleaner 
and used in floor cleaning equipment. The formulation 
allows owners of metal parts cleaning equipment to safely 
and efficiently clean dirt, mold, algae, oil, grease, and other 
soils from the surface of all metals, plastics, and other 
materials. Although metal will be exposed to the elements 
after the paint is removed, SEA-WASH   Super 7 will 
prevent the metal from rusting.

SEA-WASH   GLOBAL 11 Cleaner is a 
revolutionary new concept in chemical cleaners 
for all phases of cleaning, dispersing, 
emulsifying, and herding of petroleum-based 
products. SEA-WASH   GLOBAL 11 is an 
industrial strength, highly concentrated, 
environmental safe cleaner. The product cleans 
mold, mildew, water-line scum, creosote, 
carbon dust, drilling muds, and cosmoline. It is 
also highly biodegradable, non-flammable, 
phosphate free and non-toxic.

SEA-WASH    Citrus Cleaner is a water based citrus 
cleaner and degreaser designed for use on most 
floors and other washable surfaces. SEA-WASH    
Citrus Cleaner will not dull the floor finish. Not for 
use in food-processing areas. It is a low foaming 
product and may be used in buckets, spray bottles 
and automatic scrubbing machines. It removes most 
types of particulate and oily soils. It is environmental 
friendly, highly biodegradable, non-flammable, 
phosphate free and non-toxic.
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PRODUCT PACKAGING PART #

Sea-Wash    6/1 Qt SWA.CLEAN.0032.020

CITRUS    4/1 Gal SWA.CLEAN.0001.021

SEA-WASH   Sea-Clear Glass Cleaner is a streak-free 
solution for glass cleaning. This product is designed for use 
on windows, mirrors, tile, plastic, vinyl, aluminum, sealed 
granite and much, much more. Not for use in food-pro-
cessing areas. Contains ammonia for excellent cleaning 
efficiency, it is environmentally safe, non-flammable, 
phosphate free, non-toxic and neutral pH.
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PRODUCT PACKAGING PART #

Sea-Wash    6/1 Qt SWA.CLEAN.0032.026

Sea-Clear
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